American Sign Language Club (glc211@lehigh.edu): The ASL Club works to teach Lehigh students sign language, help signers practice using sign language and bring a greater awareness of the Deaf community to college. Meetings are every third Tuesday from 3-4pm in Iacocca Hall.

Argentine Tango Club (hik207@lehigh.edu)

Biology Organization of Graduate Students (inbogs@lehigh.edu): BOGS is the biological sciences’ department graduate student organization with three goals: promoting effective graduate student-faculty communication, providing professional enrichment through career-related seminars and activities, and encouraging social interaction. We also host research symposiums, parties, outings and community service opportunities.

Chemical Engineering Graduate Association (bonnyguo@gmail.com): ChEGA aims to improve the quality of both academic and social life for Chemical Engineering graduate students. It builds a bridge for better communication among graduate students and other departments on campus.

Chinese Folk Dance Club (incfdc@lehigh.edu): The aim of the club is to spread Chinese culture to Lehigh community and promote the mutual cultural understanding through Chinese dances that represent a variety of genres and ethnic groups.

Chinese Students and Scholars Association (liqi244@gmail.com)

Fritz Engineering Research Society (tjm310@lehigh.edu): FERS is a professional organization promoting experimental research in all areas of civil engineering. FERS provides support by creating a forum allowing the exchange of ideas on technical topics relevant to its members.

Graduate Student Intercollegiate Mathematics Seminar (adh208@lehigh.edu): GSIMS is designed to promote an intercollegiate exchange of mathematical ideas. Weekly talks about graduate research and professional development are given by graduate students and professors from Lehigh and other universities. Every event is open, and all are welcome.

IDEA (as0192@lehigh.edu)

IEEE Photonics Society (zheming.xin.sjtu@gmail.com): is a society of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), focused on the scientific and engineering knowledge about the field of quantum electronics.
IEEE Power and Energy Society (tds209@Lehigh.edu): A worldwide, non-profit association engaged in the electric power energy industry with a mission to be the leading provider of scientific information on electric power and energy for the betterment of society and the preferred professional development source for our members.

India Club (hkk211@lehigh.edu): This club looks to cherish the rich and vibrant culture of India by providing a platform to provide Indian culture visibility and displaying creativity through participation and organization of cultural exhibitions capturing the celebrative mood of various Indian festivities.

INFORMS (yus210@lehigh.edu)

Lehigh University Iranian Student Association (inluisa@lehigh.edu): LUISA is an organization which aims to promote communications and mutual understanding between the members and Lehigh community through celebrating Persian cultural events and social activities in addition to providing a source of support for the Iranian newcomers to Lehigh University.

MBA Association (ldb310@lehigh.edu): This club strives to enrich the experience of Lehigh’s MBA students beyond the classroom by providing opportunities for the exchange of ideas and concerns among students, faculty, and business and community leaders.

Physics Grad Students Association (brm210@lehigh.edu)

PRISM: Graduate LGBTQIA Group (imprism@lehigh.edu): Prism strives to foster an environment of acceptance and understanding while advocating a perspective of diversity throughout Lehigh University and the surrounding community. Spectrum meetings are Mondays from 4:30 to 5:30 in the Rainbow Room.

RUMI (college49murat@yahoo.com)

School Psychology Club (sdl211@lehigh.edu)

SPIE (bez210@lehigh.edu)

Taiwanese Student Association (wet311@lehigh.edu)

Thai Student Organization at Lehigh University (intsl@lehigh.edu): TSL is the communication link between Thai Students at Lehigh, the Thai community in the Lehigh Valley, and those who are interested in Thai culture. Membership in TSL is open to any Lehigh University student.

Turkish Students Club (ayg207@lehigh.edu): TSC promotes support between Turkish students, scholars and staff while representing Turkish culture. The club organizes cultural and recreational events while helping students become acquainted with Lehigh. We are open to anyone with some interest in Turkey and its culture.